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The New Mindset:  Responsiveness 

I wonder if my strategy 

from yesterday is still 

appropriate or has 

something changed that 

I need to be aware of…



Active Interaction Begins
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Dynamic Modularity is the Key Component

Tabular View and Navigation

Visualization View and Navigation

View By 

My…

Studies

Time

Staff

MyTrials Data Driven Monitoring Header

Geographic

Area

Site Status

Defining the necessary sections and 

elements in the base framework of a 

page or pages is crucial



First Scenario

Dashboard to Site List



User focuses on Study B. All 
dash parts interact.



User focuses on Study B. All dash parts 
interact.



User focuses on Study B. All 
dash parts interact.

Tasks are related to study B

Associated calendar changes to site 
visits and related site alerts for Study B
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Linked breadcrumb trail 
allows the user to return to 
the previous view.

Visualization corresponds and 
dynamically flows when making 
selections in the table above.
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Mousing a scatterplot point 
displays meaningful information 
to make further informed choices.
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Mousing the Risk Score’s alert 
icon displays a tooltip with 
meaningful information
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A single site is selected from the list and the visualization changes to Site Workload 
and Site Risk bar charts with categorical data that makes up total displayed 
workload and risk indicators that make up the respective risk categories.
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The CRA clicks on the Investigator Name 
cell for site 10001 and is presented with 
options for contacting the investigator 
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Bar chart part clicked displays popup with 
all information for category, indicator(s), 
and measure(s).

Popup can be minimized or moved 
around the screen, and also docked 
to the left-hand side.
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The Take Action menu allows the user to select from 
an alphabetized list of context specific actions.
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Meaningful icons in line with selections tell the story 
of the possible journey. The arrow for Export Site 
Table indicates a sub-menu. The square icon (page or 
monitor like) with curved arrow denotes a journey 
out of the system
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Allowing users to incrementally reveal paths cuts 
down on cognitive overload. From the main list a user 
is able to digest and make a choice while also 
understanding where the path will take them. 
Descendant menus within the system reveal richer 
choices within a singular selection, all without 
producing unnecessary stress.



The user selects the Risk Score cell for site 
10001 and the Site Risk Score Over Time  
and Risk Category Score charts display. 

With the Site Risk Score Over Time chart, 
the user can see the overall site risk score 
and compare it to the Site Risk Category 
Score Over Time.
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The user selects the Workload (Hours) cell 
for site 10001 and Site Workload Over 
Time and Workload Tasks Over Time 
charts display. 

With the Site Workload Over Time chart, 
the user can see the overall workload 
hours for a site and compare it to the 
Workload Tasks Over Time.



Second Scenario

Dashboard to Study List



User focuses on Study B. All 
dash parts interact.

User is alarmed with the level of high 
level alerts and wants to view a grid 
layout of each study
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Focus is on the Tree map and risk status. Information 
could be derived per category by mousing, for 
example, the large red tree block under Patient 
Safety, but this user wants to take action now.



Because the user accessed the Study page via the Tree Map, the 
display on the study page does not present redundant data, but 
rather offers a different view. If the user had accessed the study 
page via the Geo Map,



This option (alternate to full geo map) shows a focus on 
workload and monitoring as well as risk via the geo map. There 
is also the addition of an animation button below the geo map 
allowing the user to play through the time frame. Example 
shows July 2014 to June 2015. Animation will show how risk and 
workload arrived at the point it is currently at.



The most useful information based on the signal 
calling attention is, why did this happen?



List of milestones displays when focus is put on a single study, 
and from there a user can access the site list, either contextually 
by focusing on a particular milestone or for the overall study 
from the Take Action menu.
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Third Scenario

Deeplinking
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User accesses the high risk score 
over time visualization because of 
the high and affected score
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Looking at the upward trending, the user 
looks at visit dates that are upcoming. 
Note: context of view is previous to 
February 15th. User click Modify Site Action
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After logging in, the user accesses the contextual 
location in MySites from DDM. No need to open 
MySites separately and click through/search for 
contextual area, in this case Site 10001.
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User Preferences



User accesses their preferences.
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User has the ability to configure their page 
layout to optimize their working environment by 
selecting 1 of 4 appealing layouts – “essentially a 
desk top”
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User clicks Hide for Site Name in the Site 
Information section.
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Now that the Site Name column has been 
set to hidden, when the user clicks Set, the 
column will not display in the table.
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User can drag items from the list up or 
down to change the order of the table 
columns.
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User has dragged Assigned CRA to display 
after Assigned CMA.
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Final outcome before clicking Set. All 
changes will display automatically after 
popup closes.
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Taking Action

PAREXEL Empowering Users



PAREXEL Solution – Empowered to take action

• Unification of Multiple Disparate Systems – Allows insights and singular access flow to 

multiple systems (e.g., IMPACT, DataLabs, Clinphone). Leverage data integration for a clear 

view.

• Communication/Collaboration – This is a key element to greater efficiency, return on 

investment, and fewer risk and workload issues. Multiple avenues in context.

• Standardization of Products, Processes, and Measurements – Building a PAREXEL suite 

of products with a common look and feel aids in consistency, relevance, and quick recognition. 

This applies not only to devices, but to code/framework, interfaces, and interaction quality.

• Feedback – Provide a consistent avenue for recorded feedback so that PAREXEL can move 

with the needs, wants, and desires of internal and external customers (e.g., user interviews, 

usability testing, surveys). This process decreases many stop gaps, including circumventing 

the prescribed tool or process.

• Dynamic Modularity – One size doesn’t fit all, whether in a mobile or office scenario. 

Understanding what the consumer wants and values leverages the quality and key strengths of 

users.

• Sophisticated Technology Concepts – Combine rather than add to current devices 

requirements. For example, remove scanners and provide device to access data and scan. 

Phone? Tablet? Laptop? They all have scanning ability that can be integrated.



Collaboration/Contact Scenarios in DDM

• CRA sees that there has been a significant change in a site and needs to contact COL.

• CRA sees changes in several sites that will necessitate need to change travel plans/or to 

request help for visiting the site – contact the COL or possibly LM.

• CRA has a notification showing in DDM that the monitoring plan requires an email to COL, or 

other team members – the ability to initiate that email from within DDM would be very helpful.

• If the CRA could have IMs, and possibly invite multiple participants (CMA/COL/ maybe even 

PL or LM), this would be very efficient; there is the potential for quicker resolutions.

• The PQL (Project Quality Lead) will also have access to DDM for a study they are responsible 

for. There could be times when the ability for them to contact a CRA/COL directly would 

potentially save a lot of “email questions” regarding decisions the CRA has made for site visits, 

etc.

• COL should have ability to contact CRA/CMA directly from the tool – this is actually a feature 

that will be used very frequently; the COL will frequently reach out to CRA/CMA with specific 

questions/actions needed regarding the sites.



CRA Mobility Needs

A highly tailored, modularized, intelligent mobile solution that provides 

CRA’s with the right tool at the right time for trial management. 

Drug inventory tracking

Chatter/community with other 

CRA’s

Research materials (trial, 

drug, disease, etc.)
eVisit/video conferencing

Reminders and task alerts

Calendar/Scheduler

Patient Data Validation

Issue Reporting and Tracking

Real time data and sensor 

integration

Configure the CRF

Analytics and trend analysis



Let’s Talk Site Investigator

Site Investigators have a competitive nature. They like to achieve or even 

over achieve. Engaging this mindset and their strengths is important.

They want their sites to:

• Be the fastest

• Have the fewest queries

• Have the lowest screen failure rates

A Site Investigator’s dashboard would:

• Be a time saver for sites

• Have actionable links to open queries

• Provide insight into their site’s performance

enrollment

safety queries

scorecard

dashboard



Process to Success

Human-Centered Product Design & Development

User and Task Analysis

Activities: Documents Team

1. Interviews

2. Contextual 

Observation

3. Focus 

Groups

1. User roles

detailed

1. Map of user 

roles to 

functions

2. Personas

1. Lead:

BA, UX, 

Product 

Owner

2. Supporting: 

Stakeholders

, SMEs

User Stories

Activities: Documents Team

1. Write user 

stories and 

create maps

2. Prioritize 

essential 

work

3. Write high-

level stories

1. Story Maps

2. User stories

3. Low-fidelity 

Wireframes

4. Work flows

1. Lead:

Product 

Owner, UX,  

Users, BAs & 

Developers

2. Supporting:

Stakeholders, 

SMEs 

UX

UX:

Designed

Enough?

Developers

User Stories  
& Story Maps

Wireframes  & 
Story Boards

User Testing

Proposed Change
To UI Design

Backlog Prioritizing & Sprint Planning

User-Centered Design

Sprint

UX 

Agreed Change
To UI Design 
(retest as needed)

UX:

Developed

Correctly?

User Testing

Working with SME, 
PO, BA & DEV

All team members invited


